In this issue of Neuron, Chu et al. (2017) show that dopamine depletion using a 6-OHDA model causes a decrease in hyperdirect inputs from the motor cortex directly to the STN and that rescuing this loss alleviates Parkinsonian symptoms.
Since the discovery of Parkinson's disease (PD) in the early 1800s, clinicians and researchers have sought to determine the circuit changes in the basal ganglia that underlie this disorder. Loss of dopamine from the substantia nigra pars compacta causes imbalances in the direct and indirect pathways of the basal ganglia circuit, leading to impairments in movement in both rodents and primates. Neuroplastic changes throughout regions relevant for both pathways have been studied extensively in rodent models of PD. Dopamine neurons that degenerate in PD primarily project to the striatum and synapse onto both direct-and indirect indirect-pathway medium spiny neurons. Balance between the activity through these pathways is thought to be important for movement and action selection (Jin et al., 2014) . In the case of PD, dopamine depletion causes hyperexcitability of striatal output in the indirect pathway and decreased excitability in the direct pathway. Excitation of the indirect circuit eventually leads to disinhibition of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) downstream, resulting in suppressed thalamic activity and decreased movement. Over the last two decades, clinicians have seen the relieving effects of deep brain stimulation in the STN and other downstream basal ganglia regions on aggressive cases of PD. As such, plasticity in these areas of the basal ganglia circuit has been increasingly examined in the context of PD mouse models. The STN is important in the activity of multiple basal ganglia pathways, so it is well situated to balance activity in the circuit. Given this evidence, it follows that plasticity in basal ganglia loops following dopamine depletion could cause changes in STN activity leading to deficits in movement. There have thus been more recent strides to determine the effect of dopamine depletion on the STN, including how the plasticity of basal ganglia inputs might alter synapses in the STN leading to motor symptoms.
The STN serves as a downstream integration point in the basal ganglia. STN neurons receive convergent excitatory inputs from the motor cortex and the intralaminar thalamic nuclei as well as inhibitory inputs from the external aspect of the globus pallidus (GPe), another key player in the indirect pathway (Bevan et al., 2006) . STN neurons then project to the substantia nigra reticulata, the eventual output of both the direct and indirect pathways. In lesion models of PD, disinhibition of the STN allows for increased synchrony between these neurons and their cortical afferents, which could result in stronger synapses. Heterosynaptic, NMDA-dependent plasticity at GPe synapses suggests that this is the case (Chu et al., 2015) . However, it remains unclear whether plasticity occurs in cortical inputs themselves following dopamine neuron lesions.
The study published by Chu et al. (2017) in this issue of Neuron provides a potential mechanistic link between dopamine loss and altered STN activity in a mouse model of PD. The authors show that dopamine depletion using a 6-OHDA model causes a decrease in so-called hyperdirect inputs that project from the motor cortex directly to the STN. They go on to find that increasing indirect-pathway activity similarly evokes a loss of cortical input and that this is NMDA-receptor-dependent. Their findings also link the NMDA-receptor-mediated decrease in cortico-STN patterning with the behavioral changes that occur following dopamine loss in mouse models of PD.
Using optogenetic activation of hyperdirect inputs that project directly from the motor cortex to the STN, Chu et al. (2017) find a decrease in the amplitude of evoked excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) in the STN following 6-OHDA lesion. Their electrophysiological and anatomical evidence shows a decrease in the number of cortical inputs across the STN. In addition to these changes in presynaptic inputs, postsynaptic STN neurons exhibited a reduction in dendritic branching and spine density resulting from dopamine depletion ( Figure 1 ). Because of this loss of hyperdirect inputs, cortical synaptic drive onto STN neurons is blunted, and STN neurons have an overall lower excitability.
The authors go on to show that, in dopamine-depleted mice, the long-term potentiation (LTP) that occurs under control conditions is abolished and cannot be rescued with exogenous dopamine application. This suggests that a change in the upstream circuit may be causing the observed alterations in the STN. To examine this, the authors use designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADDs) to specifically increase activity in indirect-pathway medium spiny neurons in the striatum. When dopamine is lost in PD or in its models, there is an increase in excitability in GABAergic indirect-pathway neurons. This increases downstream inhibition in the GPe, a GABAergic nucleus that subsequently projects to the STN. The increased GPe inhibition following indirect-pathway medium spiny neuron activation thus causes an increase in STN activity. When the authors chemogenetically activated indirect-pathway striatal output, they found similar electrophysiological and anatomical changes-fewer inputs and smaller evoked EPSCs-in cortico-STN inputs, suggesting that the plasticity in the STN evoked by 6-OHDA lesion is likely working through upstream changes in the circuit.
As NMDA-receptor activity has a role in glutamate-triggered loss of synaptic inputs in many other areas, the authors examined the role of NMDA receptors here by virally knocking down GluN1 subunits of the NMDA receptor in the STN. They found that NMDA-receptor knockdown partially rescued the effect of dopamine loss on the electrophysiological and anatomical properties of cortico-STN synapses (Figure 1) . Further, direct, exogenous application of NMDA on STN slices mimicked the effect of 6-OHDA and occluded the changes observed in 6-OHDA-treated and indirect-pathway-DREADD-treated mice. Overall, this suggests that increased NMDA activity in the STN is very likely mechanistically linked with dopamine depletion. NMDAreceptor knockdown was also sufficient to provide a modest alleviation of Parkinsonian symptoms, particularly the distance that the animal traveled in an open-field test.
The present study and others from the same group suggest that NMDA receptors activated by hyperdirect inputs evoke both homosynaptic and heterosynaptic plasticity at both AMPAand GABA-receptor-containing synapses, respectively, in the STN (Chu et al., 2015 (Chu et al., , 2017 . Based on this previous work (Chu et al., 2015) , the authors hypothesize that this inhibition of cortico-STN inputs in LTP following 6-OHDA lesion is caused by increased activity of NMDA receptors on STN neurons. They determine that the lack of dopamine itself is not responsible for the decrease in plasticity, as reintroducing dopamine to the system does not rescue the LTP as it does in the case of striatal LTP (Gerfen and Surmeier, 2011) . Increased STN NMDA-receptor activity decreases cortico-STN transmission while increasing GPe-STN transmission (Chu et al., 2015 ; Figure 1 ); this suggests that NMDA receptors in the STN can balance the excitatory and inhibitory transmission flowing through this part of the circuit. Thus, it is also possible that the lack of potentiation in the 6-OHDA condition was the result of already potentiated synapses. If dopamine depletion evokes increased NMDA-receptor activity, then the synapses have already been potentiated and cannot grow further.
The exogenous application of NMDA was sufficient to drive this decrease in cortical input and did not evoke further input loss above that found in 6-OHDA lesioned animals, suggesting that the mechanism of hyperdirect input loss is directly linked to an increase in NMDA-receptor activity. The occlusion of 6-OHDAinduced plasticity due to NMDA-receptor activation across each measure confirms the conclusion that NMDA receptors are responsible for this change at hyperdirect synapses. However, the source of glutamate for potentiating the NMDA receptors is still unclear. Although hyperdirect patterning is decreased, and the inputs seem to be weaker based on vesicular release from the cortex, other glutamatergic inputs may be potentiated following this manipulation. There is thus a possibility of heterosynaptic plasticity from other glutamatergic inputs into the STN, especially since the number of cortical inputs is decreased.
Increased STN activity has been previously correlated with Parkinsonian symptoms resulting from inhibition of the GPe following dopamine loss (Galvan and Wichmann, 2008) . Increased oscillatory activity in the b band frequency is related to rigidity and bradykinesia in Parkinsonian patients (Jenkinson and Brown, 2011) . Cortico-STN-coherent oscillation is also highly predictive of and specific to the Parkinsonian phenotype, especially in the b frequency (Sharott et al., 2014; Shimamoto et al., 2013) . This coherence may be caused in part by decreased activity in the GPe following dopamine depletion, resulting in less opposition to STN activity downstream. The authors hypothesize that the increased GABAergic input is out of phase with the firing of STN neurons, allowing for them to have a higher level of coherence with the cortex through thalamo-cortical loops. The fact that direct enhancement of striatal activity with DREADDs is sufficient to evoke a decrease in hyperdirect connectivity supports this concept. Based on these results, it will be interesting to determine the specific mechanisms by which circuit changes that lead to increased GPe activity result in different cortico-STN patterning and plasticity. If NMDA receptors in the STN provide this bidirectional control of inputs to the STN, an early increase in receptor activity due to more coherent cortico-STN firing can augment dysfunction in the circuit. In response to the same dopamine depletion stimulus, NMDA receptors can shift the excitation and inhibition balance of inputs onto STN neurons, resulting in increased inhibitory drive from the GPe and decreased excitation from the cortex.
From this work, the pressing question continues to be the role of NMDA-receptor activation and how it strikes balance in this circuit. In their previous study (Chu et al., 2015) , the authors determined that nitric oxide signaling was responsible for the heterosynaptic, NMDA-receptordependent LTP of GABAergic inputs from the GPe. It is yet to be determined whether dopamine depletion, which causes LTP of GPe inputs but synapse loss at cortical inputs, evokes these changes through similar or divergent mechanisms. Further studies will be required to determine what underlies these changes and how they can specifically relate to one another. Together, these findings provide a mechanistic window into the role of plasticity in the basal ganglia circuit in a PD model. The role of NMDA receptors on gating basal ganglia integration in the STN and the mechanisms of their plasticity will be an important line of study going forward.
Social discrimination is regulated by a variety of sensory inputs. In this issue of Neuron, Dulcis et al. (2017) show that chemosensory-mediated kin preference in Xenopus is determined by changes in neurotransmitter composition, which are regulated by specific microRNAs.
Social behavior, or the ability of animals to recognize and produce appropriate behavioral responses to members of their own species, termed conspecifics, is a critically important faculty that appears throughout evolution and is ubiquitous in nature. Conspecifics recognition is often a developmentally acquired trait, and the study of the diverse set of environmental and neuronal systems involved in the acquisition of sociability is of fundamental importance. One of the most basic socially oriented abilities, and one that is of vital importance for an organism's proper functioning within a social framework, is the ability to discriminate kin from non-kin. There is an ongoing debate in the literature as to whether ''kin discrimination'' is simply a private case of social discrimination in general, or whether it is a specific behavior governed by dedicated neuronal systems. However, it is clear that this discrimination ability is essential for the animals' fitness in order to properly direct various forms of social interaction toward their conspecifics such as cooperative foraging and mate selection.
Different organisms may utilize differing strategies for kin recognition, as a function of what kind of information is available given their specific biological niches and sensory capabilities
